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Liquid crystal lenses have been subject to research for over 30 years. During that time, great 
developments have occurred, due mainly to the numerous applications these lenses have, just as gradual 
index lenses do (beam steering, miniature cameras, spectacles, optics instrumentation in 
telecommunications, 3D display systems, etc.), with the added advantages of weight reduction, volume 
reduction and a tunable focal length. In addition, liquid crystal lenses have been considered as promising 
technology for endoscope devices. In recent years, new techniques have improved the manufacturing 
process and simplified the voltage control. Among them it is worth noting modal control [1], polymer gel 
stabilization, curved surface, carbon nanotubes, concentration, etc. Al of these technologies share the 
same kind of liquid crystal mixture, the nematic liquid crystal. Due to the extended use of nematic liquid 
crystals, they are one of the most extensively researched types. For a proper study of it, crystalographic 
theory formalisms, hydrodynamic theory, and even an understanding of the electronic and molecular 
structure, wil be necessary. It is a known fact that nematic liquid crystals possess an elongated molecular 
structure, essential for generating optical anisotropic property (birefringence). The average local 
orientation of molecules is mathematicaly represented by a vector caled director, n. The whole of the 
directors that form a liquid crystal cel, determines the anisotropy inside it. Also, in these mixtures there 
are three principal deformation modes (splay, twist, and bend). Their mathematical description is defined 
in terms of the free energy deformation (Frank-Oseen's free energy equation) that has a minimum in the 
equilibrium state. 
 
For this research work, a simulation program for emulating liquid crystal lens electrooptical behavior [2], 
based on Frank-Oseen's free energy formulation, has been developed and the results have been compared 
to previous experimental data. This simulation program has been done using MATLAB software and can 
be used for reproducing diferent kind of tunable liquid crystal lenses, according to their specific 
technology, modal lenses or lenses with hole patern electrodes, among others. The program requires 
information about characteristic parameters of the liquid crystal cel, such as, elastic constants, 
birefringence, dielectric constant and thickness. In modal control case, resistivity of the control electrode 
layer and root mean square voltages are also input parameters. The electrical field in the liquid crystal 
surface has been estimated by Partial Differential Equations (PDE). By knowing director angles, the 
application shows the liquid crystal molecular distribution inside the cel, in 2D images of transversal 
sections of the sandwich from the top to the botom electrodes. Then, the effective refractive index and 
the phase retardation profiles are calculated. Some other output simulation results are the voltage 
gradient electricaly induced in the lens and the focal length. The later parameter, focal length, can be 
extracted from phase profiles, as has been demonstrated through our previous work experience. To 
finish, the simulation results have been compared to experimental data from lenticular lenses 
manufactured with this purpose in view. The validation of the application has been probed and both 
results are fairly in agreement. 
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